INNOVATIVE TREATMENT OPTION designed specifically for ADULT SCOLIOSIS PATIENTS

ADULT SCOLIOSIS CAUSING PAIN?
What do patients have to say about the brace?

HELPED DECREASE DISCOMFORT
“Before I started wearing the brace, I was in excruciating pain. I wear it in the morning...and I'll be good for the rest of the day.” — Jennifer, CA

ENHANCED QUALITY OF LIFE
“I like the brace...I do a lot of things outside now that I have not done in 2-3 years...I shovel snow in it.” — Larry, WI

INCREASED MOBILITY
“Walking and standing endurance has noticeably improved with the brace. It has made activity possible without becoming so easily fatigued.” — Kay, AZ

PROMOTED BETTER POSTURE
“It helps me stand straighter and more secure. When I have it on, I feel my posture change.” — Shelli, IL

REGAINED ACTIVITIES OF DAILY LIVING
“This has helped me do the day to day...Before the brace, I had a hard time sustaining cooking at the stove. With this brace, I’m able to enjoy that again.” — Susan, IL

What do the professionals think?

“The thing that stands out to me is that the patients continue to use it. They feel like they have a positive effect even when they are without the brace.”
— Pat, Certified Orthotist, IL

“Within a few minutes after we put the Peak on, she was more upright and her pain had been greatly reduced. I have been impressed with the immediate impact it has had on my patients' pain level.”
— Gavin, Certified Orthotist, PA

Aspen Peak Scoliosis Bracing System™ for Adults with Scoliosis

This innovative bracing system is the first designed specifically for adult patients. Acting as an unloader brace for the spine, it combines a 3-point support system with Aspen’s advanced compression mechanism to help:

- Promote better posture and restore a more natural center of gravity
- Enhance mobility by actively influencing alignment
- Enable patients to perform activities of daily living, improving quality of life

Pads are placed in specific locations to apply gentle force, helping to create a more natural center of gravity.
FAQ

Can the brace be worn under clothing?
Yes, the brace can be worn underneath clothing, but a
cotton undershirt is recommended for enhanced comfort.

Will my health insurance pay for the brace?
Medicare and most private health insurance companies do
offer coverage for this treatment option. Consult Medicare
or your insurance carrier to verify coverage.

About
Aspen Medical Products

Aspen has helped drive industry standards in spinal
bracing for efficacy, quality design and outcomes. Backed
by 25 years of research driven design, peer-reviewed
studies and biomechanical analyses, Aspen is committed
to developing the highest quality products on the market.
Aspen’s core philosophy is to innovate and advance
clinically-based solutions focused on helping patients
get back to the activities they care about.

ASK YOUR DOCTOR TODAY
if the Aspen Peak Scoliosis
Bracing System™ is right for you!
Testimonials were received in various forms through a variety of submission methods. The testimonials reflect the real-life experiences of individuals who used our products. However, individual results may vary. Testimonials are not necessarily representative of what anyone else using our products may experience. The people giving testimonials may have received a free product or a discount for use of their experiences. The testimonials displayed are given verbatim except for grammatical or typing error corrections. Some testimonials may have been edited for clarity or shortened in cases where the original testimonial included additional information of no relevance to the general public.